IC man details measles trip

21-year-old became ill after a March 12 flight home from Washington D.C.

BY NICHOLAS BURGY

A 21-year-old Iowa State native diagnosed with measles last week said he became ill with flu-like symptoms after a trip home from Washington, D.C., and he is being quarantined at his parent's home until Wednesday.

The First Department of Medical Services is asking the state and members of the public to monitor travelers who may have come in contact with the man, who spoke to The Daily Iowan on Monday.

He said he has been vaccinated twice — the last time at age 13 — and added that he contracted the disease on a March 12 Delta Airlines flight from Detroit to Cedar Rapids. On his way back from an exchange program, the University of Iowa freshman student came in contact with a man returning from India who appeared to be ill.

"I looked pretty sick," he said. "I told the airline, 'I'm sick, I'm going to Washington.'"

A travel alert issued by the World Health Organization on Feb. 24, 2006, warned travelers of a "measles epidemic" that has taken him across the United States. The WHO’s alert followed an increase in the number of travelers returning from India who had measles, Coyle told The Daily Iowan.

Travelers returning from India who have measles are at risk of spreading the disease to others. According to the Agency for International Development, more than 90 percent of travelers infected with measles in India did not develop the disease for at least 90 days after returning from India.

In public, White House officials continue to stand on the principle of "executive privilege," saying that there is nothing to hide but not to testify under oath in public.

The press conference where the White House spokespeople told reporters on Air Force One, as President Bush returned to Washington.

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Administrator Chris Johnson said the agency inspected the facility and determined that it is in compliance with all federal regulations.

The Daily Iowan is published five days a week during the fall and spring semesters at the University of Iowa. It is the student-produced voice of the University of Iowa and the student-determined voice of the Iowa City community.
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Harney said his biggest challenge was finding the right fit for the job. "It's not easy - if anything, it's more complex in some things," he said. "One can see the need for a change, and I'm sure, if done correctly, we'll have a better result."

Harney was raised in a family of seven including the older of 14 children. He joined the U.S. Army in 1967 and served as a medic. Discharged three years later as a staff sergeant, he remained in the Army Reserves for 30 years while building homes and improving temperature management.

"I've got a strong sense from the budget rat, it will be a matter that we have to address in the future between city and country," he said.

**STATE & CITY**

**Assistant-living home gets state approval**

CMA CITY (AP) - State officials approved funding for a 5-story, 72-unit assisted-living home for seniors in an southeastern Iowa community.

State Development Commissioner Dennis Gronstal said Thursday, March 22, he had been receiving letters from residents of his home town, Marshalltown.

"We don't believe our citizens want to go to a group home," said Don Swartz, the senior assistant for the Department of Human Services.

"This has been reviewed and approved by the community," he said.

Staff members did not meet the minimum group size of the Board of Directors' recommendation. The board's recommendation included a single individual, a married couple or two married couples, and a minimum of two individuals.

The board also reviewed the home's layout and found it to be consistent with the community's needs. The board also reviewed the home's location and found it to be consistent with the community's needs. The board also reviewed the home's location and found it to be consistent with the community's needs.

**School groups push for education funding**

SIO MNY (AP) - Education leaders in Iowa's school districts are pushing for increased education funding.

"We need to make a change in funding," said Bob Christenson, the senior assistant for the State Department of Education. "We need to make sure that all students are getting a quality education."
EMERGENCY MEASLES
Continued from Page 1A
If those who said Americans are
still in a state of shock about
what happened are correct, it
seems likely that the issues
raised by the attack on the World
Trade Center and other terrorist
attacks will continue to
dominate the presidential race.

The Democratic Field
The Democratic National
Committee has named
black and white to
attract the attention of
the black community as it
looks ahead to the 2004
election. The committee
has selected four
black candidates to run
for state and local
positions in the South
and West. The
candidates are:

- Robert Beatty, who
is running for the
positions of Governor and
Attorney General in North
Carolina.
- Gary Locke, who
is running for the
positions of Governor and
Attorney General in Washington.
- Michael Steele, who
is running for the
positions of Governor and
Attorney General in Maryland.
- Allen West, who
is running for the
positions of Governor and
Attorney General in Florida.

The committee says it
will use the four candidates
as a way to show the
Democratic Party's commitment
to diversity and its
ability to appeal to
cross-cultural audiences.

The candidates will
campaign in the South and
West ahead of the
Democratic National
Convention in August.

The committee's
selection of these
candidates is seen as
a step toward
increasing the party's
appeal to black voters.
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Gracing the ruby & other satires

BY SARA COWARD

Even after founding the University of Iowa Writers' Workshop and leaving Iowa City for 29 years, popular former writer E. C. Boyle says he will always feel like a Californian. "As long as I live," he says, "I'll be a Californian." Boyle told The Daily Iowan.

"I think that this tension between my New York upbringing and the strange societal climate and new generations of the California coast has always hung over me," Boyle said. "I really do think that my Iowa upbringing has always been a part of me."

Boyle added that his experience growing up in Iowa City during the 1960s and 1970s, when people were disaffected and subdual, and straight and religious, has influenced his work. "It's a mix of Iowa and New York," Boyle said. "I always feel like I'm a Californian at heart, but I also feel like I'm an Iowa writer."
Some more gas in Stern criticism

By interpersing his usual witty repartee with political commentary, Howard Stern could boost the Kerry campaign.

It isn’t unusual to hear shock-jock radio personality Howard Stern engage in serious political talk. However, while past disciples have focused on legalization and liberating drug laws, President Bush has been the subject of controversy this month.

Among such intellectually stimulating fare is hosting “Wheel of Gas” reads for women who want breast implants. Stern is detailing war on Bush, when he points as a “tool of the religious right” because of recent efforts to tighten Federal Communications Commission frequency standards and drastically increase fines for infractions. On his website, Stern encourages listeners and viewers to sign petitions and complete the FCC and also to support John Kerry.

Stern’s anti-Bush stance would not be perceived as hypocritical, considering that he has previously applauded in favor of Bush’s actions after 9/11, including vouching for acceptance of the war in Iraq. No political analysts see Stern’s arguments that are far more belated and insightful. During a March 19 broadcast, Stern quipped, “You think Courtenay Love is nut? The President’s 50 times crazier!”

While Stern should be praised for getting people interested in the 2004 election, we wish that if he was going to join the anti-Bush ranks, he would focus more on hard-hitting issues, instead of whether Oprah should be fired for a guest’s most descriptive acts. Stern’s budget, campaign advertisements, and jokes concerning weapons of mass destruction could all be far more for the cure.

Questions as to whether or not Bush backers want to be identified with the man responsible for defining “chirnike” and “fallout knobs” on air. Stern’s entire line of his ban the hypocracy of the Bush standards to President Bush’s war at that time? Did he remonstrate declared war on Kuwait (while the White House Was it in 1988, when the gassing of Kurds and Iranians and of the religious WMOs haven’t been found. But he Reagan and George of controversy this month. Anybody who I’m failed to name the White House staff member who exposed a intelligence and terrorist threats. As the Democratic Congress and the administration was that, the Cowboy in Chiefs Hussein, had pretty much ignored the drain the money.”

It has had time to pose the powers that be over there on many of us had been “out of the loop.”

That’s an intriguing choice of words, not only the military and the intelligence community took: “We... more.”

We get bin Laden for Osama out of the loop.”

The hypocracy of the Bush administrations secret sells, to the American people who the Cowboy in Chiefs and his administration has failed to be the money.”
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Uzbek National Security Service officers patrol in downtown Tashkent on Monday. A series of handings and attacks linked to Islamic militants, including the first known suicide mission in Uzbekistan, killed at least 19 people and wounded dozens.

**By David Holley**

MOSCOW — A series of explosions and clashes between separatists and police left at least 19 people dead and dozens wounded in the Central Asian nation of Uzbekistan, authorities said Monday. At least one explosion, in capital Tashkent, claimed the lives of a suicide bomber and left suspected terrorists and police officers dead, authorities said.

The violence reflects tensions in a country that has strongly supported U.S.-led efforts in the region. American forces are deployed in the area, and some analysts have labeled mis­sions into Afghanistan.

Dozens of civilians and security officers were killed on Monday night in the Bukhara region, including the first known suicide missions.

The attacks linked to a group that has strongly supported U.S.-led efforts in the region. American forces are deployed in the area, and some analysts have labeled missions into Afghanistan.

**By SEWELL CHAN**

**Baghdad** — The U.S. Army accepted responsibility Monday for the accidental shootings of two Iraqi journalists this month near a roadblock in the capital and said the investigation of the March 18 shootings of two Al-Adnani television network employees sparked criticism from Iraqi journalists.

Journalist shootings • Two journalists were killed Monday when U.S. soldiers shot them outside American-controlled buildings in Baghdad, the U.S. Army said in a statement.

The Army investigation concluded that Khattab and Abdel-Aziz were in a car bomb, the soldiers said.

**Army says death of 2 Iraqi journalists was unintentional**

The journalists whose deaths the Army investigated, said officers from the 1st Armored Division fired into the car.

The statement concluded: "The shooting of the journalists was an accident and not intentional by the Al-Adnani employees."
Rise and shine with The Daily Break

Quote of the Day

I can even remember a time before cell phones, when people hollering on themselves at the streets were approached carefully, subdued, and estranged.

— T.C. Boyle

horoscopes

Tuesday, March 30, 2004

Taurus (April 20-May 20): Community effort will help to make your neighborhood a better place. You're feeling attracted to someone you've known a long time, and you may even begin a friendship with them.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22): You're feeling energetic and optimistic. You have a lot to look forward to and can work hard towards achieving your goals.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): You're feeling challenged and may need to focus on your work. There's a lot you can achieve with determination and hard work.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): You're feeling adventurous and ready for a change. This is a great time to explore new opportunities and take risks.

For complete TV listings and program guides, check out 411 and OnAirAt.com at www.dailycancer.com.

A Cm Study In...
The New York Yankees play Tampa Bay this morning in the Tokyo Dome. The Yankees have the highest payroll in baseball.
Is the criticism of Tiger Woods warranted?

Just because Tiger Woods is good doesn’t make him immune to criticism, says Woods’ best friend, retired golf star Butch Harmon. "I think it’s because he’s the No. 1 player in the world and he’s been successful for so long and no one can question his talent. But why is he so out of the ordinary? Why is he such a perfect player? Why isn’t he playing this way 20 years ago? Why do people make it so hard for him to be number one?"

Woods has been known to get bored easily, and even with a lack of confidence, Tiger was still able to post a 78 and $116,000 at the Players Championship earlier this month.

Let me throw some numbers at you. In his first year, Tiger parred nine holes, didn’t miss a green, and then he was out of the tournament. Those accomplishments led to a 1996 NCAA title, a 1997 U.S. Open title, a 1997 Masters title, and the 1998 U.S. Open title. He was the first player to win four major championships in a season, and the first player to win four major championships in a season. He was the first player to win four major championships in a season. He was the first player to win four major championships in a season.

Iowa Sports

Iowa State

- Smith Center at Iowa
- Jack Trice Stadium
- Kinnick Stadium
-Value Center Bank

Wisconsin

- Camp Randall Stadium
- Fiserv Forum
- Kohl Center
- Value Center Bank

Minnesota

- Williams Arena
- TCF Bank Stadium
- Mariucci Arena
- Value Center Bank

Michigan State

- Spartan Stadium
- Value Center Bank

Notre Dame

- Notre Dame Stadium
- Value Center Bank

Ohio State

- Ohio Stadium
- Value Center Bank

Michigan

- Michigan Stadium
- Value Center Bank

Iowa Sports TV Schedule

Today

- ESPN at 8 p.m.

Monday

- ESPN at 8 p.m.
- ESPN at 11 p.m.
- ESPN at 1 a.m.

Tuesday

- ESPN at 8 p.m.
- ESPN at 11 p.m.
- ESPN at 1 a.m.

Wednesday

- ESPN at 8 p.m.
- ESPN at 11 p.m.
- ESPN at 1 a.m.

Thursday

- ESPN at 8 p.m.
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- ESPN at 1 a.m.
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**SPORTS**

**SPORTS COMMENTARY**

Krzyzewski knows ‘fortunate’ when he sees it

**BY JIM LITKE**

In their respective bids to get to the final four, Arizona, Cleveland and Connecticut experienced some of the requisite drama. Arizona had to hold in the final minute when Luke Walton, who had hobbled in the first half in the NCAAs, was able to make a free throw on the opposite end. Cleveland had to hold off a potential three-point bid from Washington in the final minutes of the game. Connecticut, of course, had to hold off a potential three-pointer from Duke with 1.1 seconds remaining.

That was in 1999, not long after Krzyzewski took over the national championship and the top spot in the rankings. So, yes, they were fortunate.

Iowa City, Iowa

38

We’re fortunate to be Monday with the Cavaliers, Cardinals of speedy Alabama’s Jermareo Davidson in it with of the Big East Tournament.

San Diego will be, hoping the wear and tear he’s getting a little bit sooner, hoping to get him to miss the first two games of the season. Davidson is a key to that.

Earlier this season, he was Walt Hunter’s starting point guard. And the defeated Blue Devils looked like his Blue Devils looked like their respective bids to grab another shot at the national championship, probably forever, Duke started three freshmen. Inserted against Toronto. Backup Kevin Derderian can’t return before the Boston game.

At the end, even though the Blue Devils didn’t start a junior, Coach Mike Krzyzewski liked the players they have there, like change. He thought they’d be good for future recruit. He talked about his Blue Devils that had been changing, probably forever, had been changed, probably forever, had been changed, probably forever.

Duke coach Krzyzewski wasn’t thinking just in terms of this year’s program. “Your movement a little bit. I wasn’t near that year,” he said. “Some year soon,” he said. “Some year soon,”
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FOOTBALL
Continued from Page 10

Iowa has no timetable for the return of quarterback Scottcele Beamer, who is listed as a game-time decision for Saturday's game against Ohio State.

The Hawkeyes have five injuries on their offensive line, including C Zimmerman, who broke his left thumb.


defensive end Andrew Tometz and defensive tackle Levan. They were both listed as questionable for the game.

On defense, Iowa has lost three starters to injury: defensive linemen Brandon Reaves and Colin Loyd, and linebacker Jack Campbell.


development last season, and his return is expected to give the offense some much-needed depth.

The Hawkeyes have had limited success converting third-down plays, despite having a 14th-ranked defense.

The Hawkeyes are 3-0 in conference play and 4-1 overall, after defeating Ohio State, 20-17, in their last game.


development of the offense. Iowa's quarterback, Brandon Banks, is expected to play against Ohio State.

The Hawkeyes are searching for a new quarterback to replace the injured C Zimmerman. They have considered using either junior Gabe Long or senior Dawson Smith.

For the third consecutive game, Iowa's offense has struggled to score points, despite having the ball for over 30 minutes in each game.

On the other hand, Iowa's defense has performed well, holding Ohio State to just 17 points.

Iowa will need to improve its offensive performance if it hopes to win against Ohio State and secure a spot in the Big Ten championship game.

Iowa has won four of its last five games, and is looking to maintain its momentum heading into the Big Ten championship game.

The Hawkeyes face a tough challenge against Ohio State, who has a 14-1 overall record and a 7-0 conference record.

Iowa will need to focus on its offensive performance if it hopes to compete against Ohio State.

For more information on Iowa's games against Ohio State, please visit iowawolverines.com.